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Abstract
Contemplate a Life-Book.... Fetid bugs and fragrant blooms Squashed between its pages...
Contemplate A Life Book 
C O N T E M P L A T E a Life-Book . . . . 
Fetid bugs and fragrant blooms 
Squashed between its pages. 
Kaleidoscope of books 
Yet looming, looming, 
So very One, so very There. 
Pages wrapped in every wrinkle of the mind; 
Chapters scorched to every ember of the soul. 
So we must wrestle, 
Arched and twisting like a tortured cat 
To slip away enough to see — 
See past a single fiber of the pulp 
Of the paper 
Of the page 
Of the book. 
Lucky are the strong enough 
Who often wrestle free. 
Lucky are the weak enough, the early-maimed 
Who never wrestle free. 
Lucky are the saints, and blessed — 
They read a sweeter book. 
But you, 
And I, 
You and I are damned to hasty frantic glimpses, 
Unchewed mouthfuls of the mind. 
Snatch up the blood-smeared cover; 
It will not do to see it twist, 
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Fertile and unfolding. 
Then wrinkled flyleaf first — and last. 
And pages . . . . 
Each fresh-waked from slumber by our glance, 
Each a bland white limitless expanse 
Made finite by the printer's blow, 
Uttered by our mutest deed. 
Echoed by our dumbest thought. 
Stamped deep, a thousand leagues 
Into the yielding page. 
And though we've wrestled free 
And though we glimpse and read a word 
We cannot plumb its blackened depth. 
We never see beneath the inky crust. 
FEAR 
Here; a page torn out. 
It was clutched and ripped and crumbled 
By fierce rescinding fingers of the mind. 
But ghosts of every word remain 
In place—the weak page snatched out from under them— 
Woven, curled like pipesmoke 
From one immortal puff. 
ANGER 
Here the heat of rage has hunched 
Upon a sheet, hoping for the sweetness 
Of destruction. 
No page is there 
And still a fragile corpse remains; 
A mild gray page of softest crinkled ash 
Lying weak and pale — 
— with ink words still distinct, 
Bold and dully black 
As words will be on paper ash, 
Knitting strength into the space. 
BEAUTY 
And here a fragrant page, 
An earthy pungent green; 
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Rose-dappled, 
Lazing in a softened sun. 
Roses twining 'round about the words, 
Warping their dark trellis. 
Softening, 
Soothing it. 
DESPAIR 
Suddenly a chill; 
A craggy, stiffened page 
Sheathed 'round in ice, blue-black; 
Brooding, bruised faint sheet, 
The hazy letters trimed with hoarfrost. 
Letters shifting, slipping, magnified 
Behind the sterile crystals. 
Letters shipped and ragged, 
Abraded by the frost. 
love But warmth stolen 
May be restored. 
See the dampened, sodden pages; 
Warm spring-fingers caressing, 
Stroking off the sullen ice 
To salty rivulets of tears 
Trickling among the stark and ragged words. 
LOVE Flickering, rich orange tongues 
Lick thick warm soot 
To bury rigid words, 
Cover and restore the ash, 
Shroud the wailing ghosts, 
Fatten fertile rose-soil, 
Permeating word and page. 
And las t . . . a black and mossy cover 
Unbound and vast: 
Soft enough to penetrate, 
Too thick to ever, ever pierce, 
Drawing, soaking in the soul. 
Wafting in the vapors of the soul. 
— Larry Syndergaard, Ag. Sr. 
